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Q: Please provide your name. 1 

A: My name is  Randy Rosengren. 2 

Q: Please introduce yourself to the Commission. 3 

A: I am 62 years of age.  My wife of 42 years, Judy, and I have four children 4 

and ten grandchildren.  Our address is 3832 1925th St., Ottawa, IL 61350. 5 

Q: What do you do for a living? 6 

A: I am a farmer in Serena Township. 7 

Q: How long has your family been involved in farming? 8 

A: I am the 3rd generation Rosengren farmer in Serena Township.  My son, 9 

Neal, who is currently taking over the operation, is the 4th and his three sons 10 

living on the farm hopefully will be the 5th.  My grandfather started farming in this 11 

township around 1919, with horses, as a sustenance tenant farmer.  My father 12 

continued in this township as a tenant farmer all his life.  Not until there was a 3rd 13 

generation – my wife and me – was the family to become landowners in Serena 14 

Township.   15 

Q: Are you and your family involved in the local area? 16 

A: Yes.  My wife is a retired teacher from our local school district.  I have 17 

served on many community boards including Serena Township Board of 18 

Trustees, Church Council, Chairman of the Serena Township Planning 19 

Commission, Chairman of the Serena Township Zoning Board, President of the 20 

Serena Community Fire Protection District, sole trustee manager of the Serena 21 

Town Farm, President of the Serena-Union Drainage District #1 Commissioners, 22 

active member of the Serena Volunteer Fire Department as fireman and first 23 
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responder, Grainco and LaSalle County FS Co-op Boards and the Sheridan 24 

American Legion Honor Guard. 25 

Q: When did you start farming? 26 

A: I started farming by leasing 200 acres of farm land upon my discharge 27 

from the Army in 1971.  Since then we have been able to purchase 670 acres – 28 

440 in Serena Township – and lease several hundred additional acres.  We are 29 

in the process of bringing our youngest son and his family into the business. His 30 

former technical experience as a parts design engineer for the John Deere 31 

Harvester Works in Moline is a great business asset.  Currently our cropland is 32 

being used to raise corn, soybeans, and parent seed for Pioneer Seed Corn Co.   33 

Q: Why are you providing this testimony? 34 

A: I am providing this testimony in opposition to Rock Island Clean Line’s 35 

proposal to build a power line across the land I own and lease.  The impact to the 36 

crops I grow simply cannot be compensated for in any measurable manner. 37 

Q: How does the proposed project impact you? 38 

A: Rock Island Clean Line is proposing to cross a 160 acre field we own in 39 

Serena Township, a 240 acre field we’ve rented since 1975, and a 200 acre farm 40 

we’ve rented since 1989 in Serena Township. 41 

Q: You said that you raise parent seed for Pioneer; are there special 42 

requirements for that? 43 

A: Yes.  Isolation is the key requirement.  In 2004 we purchased an 80 acre 44 

tract at a premium price at public auction.  It adjoined an 80 acre tract that we 45 

had earlier purchased.  Neither field had the possibility of growing parent seed 46 
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stock for Pioneer due to the 660 feet isolation requirement protecting against the 47 

pollen drift from neighboring fields.  Each plot was only 1,320 feet wide.  But by 48 

putting the two together, now there was a “block” of land large enough to meet 49 

the isolation requirement to raise parent seed stock.  Knowing this opportunity 50 

existed allowed us to pay more than anyone else at the auction. Since then we 51 

have been a grower of parent seed for Pioneer Seed Co.   52 

Q: What is special about parent seed? 53 

A: Parent seed is a high value crop because it supplies the crosses to be 54 

planted the following year for hybrid seed corn.  Hybrid seed corn is then used 55 

the year after that for commercial corn purposes. Because of the need for the 56 

greatest isolation, relatively small plots, highly productive soils with optimum soil 57 

test results, good drainage, access by crop protection services such as aerial 58 

sprayers, and crews for manual labor – such as detassling – the seed has 59 

constantly netted more than double of what commercial corn or soybean can.  60 

That has made it possible to pay the additional premium land prices as compared 61 

to land used for conventional farming practices. 62 

Q: Are you aware of any impacts that the proposed project will have on 63 

your parent seed growing operations? 64 

A: Yes.  After many conversations and discussions over nearly a decade with 65 

Pioneer field operations personnel, I have gained a great deal of knowledge on 66 

this subject.  Most important, are isolation requirements.   67 

Placement of structures within the boundaries or adjacent to the small 68 

seed plots create an obstacle for personnel carriers at detasseling time.  Since 69 
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the carriers are twenty to thirty feet wide they cannot “jog around” structures and 70 

run over valuable plants.  Therefore, each structure is required to have forty feet 71 

additional blank space around them so the vehicles can jog without hitting crops.  72 

In addition to this blank space having no production, along with weed control 73 

issues, it reduces the size of the plot.  If the plot then has to be made wider to 74 

compensate and cannot meet isolation requirements, it is not allowed for parent 75 

seed growing.   76 

Also involved are agronomic issues such as aerial spraying for pests when 77 

field conditions do not allow ground applications due to wet conditions or leaning 78 

crops.  If not impossible, it is more costly to find aerial applicators to risk spraying 79 

under powerlines.  There are also personnel concerns while detasseling, either 80 

on foot or riding on personnel carriers, for workers coming in contact with power 81 

line structures. 82 

Q: Are there other non-isolation concerns? 83 

A: Yes.  Another limiting factor of great concern in being allowed to raise 84 

parent seed is compaction and related issues from power line construction.  It is 85 

widely agreed by university trials, and a known fact among farmers, that 86 

mechanical compaction is a six to ten year issue, if not longer.  No amount of 87 

deep tillage can reverse compaction without adequate freeze – thaw cycles.   88 

Q: But compaction can occur with your own equipment too, correct? 89 

A: Theoretically, but with our silt loam soils, our operations have gone to the 90 

extreme of using rubber belted track tractors to avoid compaction.  Such 91 

equipment is expensive, but reduces ground pressure to approximately five 92 
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pounds per square inch.  When used wherever soil structure is dry and optimum 93 

for planting, little damage is done.  In comparison, power line construction traffic, 94 

a concrete mixer delivering material for tower construction or loaded trucks with 95 

metal or wire for structures, creates ground pressure of approximately sixty-five 96 

pounds of pressure per square inch on a 20,000 pound front axle and forty-two 97 

pounds of pressure per square inch for each 17,000 pound rear axle.  Combine 98 

that with wet conditions that can’t be helped during construction, when soil 99 

particles are slippery and compact easily, there is substantial damage done to 100 

soil structure that takes years to repair.  Since parent seed stock has less 101 

rigorous root systems than seed corn crosses and ultimately, much less than 102 

commercial corn that is produced by them, Pioneer would not justify planting the 103 

high value parent seed on compacted acres for that six to ten year time frame. 104 

Q:  Does compaction cause additional issues with parent seed 105 

operations? 106 

A: Yes.  A second, more talked about, issue with compaction from 107 

construction is drainage tile damage.  In order to make this area’s heavy wet silt-108 

loam soil tillable, the first baked clay drain tile systems had to be dug in by hand 109 

seventy-five to one-hundred years ago.  Some were as deep as ten feet or as 110 

shallow as one foot to get proper grade to keep water flowing to the outlets.  The 111 

design worked well at the time when small horse drawn equipment was being 112 

used.  As horses became obsolete and equipment got larger, it was well noted 113 

how damage could be done to the fragile clay systems.   Over the years the 114 

larger diameter clay tiles have cracked from soil settling around them.  Even 115 
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though they are cracked, they still work well.  The tiles are similar to a cracked 116 

egg in the carton.  It still holds the white and yolk but is very fragile when 117 

compressed.  Drainage tiles are the same.  When heavy traffic crosses they will 118 

collapse.  That is part of why rubber tracked tractors, and the lighter footprints 119 

created by them, have been developed. 120 

Compaction not only affects the root systems of crops but also the 121 

drainage systems that make our soils so productive.  Most older clay systems are 122 

not recorded or mapped, so this type of compaction damage from power line 123 

construction will not be recognized until much later.  It will be undetected until 124 

water backs up.  The larger the tile diameter the larger the area that will have 125 

postponed planting dates or hampered plant growth, both creating great cost for 126 

in-season repairs and loss of production for the year.  For these reasons power 127 

line construction compaction will be extremely expensive through our area for 128 

many years to come. 129 

Q: Have you come to any kind of understanding with any Pioneer Field 130 

Operator Managers regarding these issues? 131 

A: Yes.  Mark Beamer, Field Operator Manager for the Utica Parent Seed 132 

Plant, has made it clear that it would be more beneficial for Pioneer to find 133 

another block of land suitable for parent seed production that does not have all 134 

the issues involved with overhead power lines and their construction through 135 

seed production fields.  To me, that is undue hardship and discrimination that will 136 

affect my family for generations and no easement payment can compensate for 137 

that. 138 
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Q: While before you spoke specifically to parent seed, do these issues 139 

go beyond just this particular farming operation? 140 

A: Yes.  In fact, as for the two other farms we lease that the proposed 141 

transmission lines will cross, there is no parent seed grown on them because of 142 

field shapes or landlord concerns regarding management of labor crews on their 143 

property.  Even as parent seed production does not pertain to those plots, we 144 

have used the same stewardship practices on them as our own as shown by the 145 

longevity of the leases (1975-present and 1987-present).  The concerns for 146 

construction compaction, tile damage, structure location still remain the same.   147 

Q: Are these crops special in someway as well? 148 

A: Yes.  The additional concern on these farms is that they are planted with 149 

specialty non-GMO corn varieties that require additional management to achieve 150 

the premiums of .50 - $1.00 per bushel upon tested delivery.  These varieties do 151 

not have the stalk and root quality of traited or genetically enhanced corn and 152 

need to be sprayed with fungicide at taselling brown silk stage of growth to 153 

assure standability and plant health at harvest time.  There is a limited window of 154 

time to do so which requires aerial application that will be impeded by overhead 155 

lines across interior of fields.  As more pests and diseases evolve on specialty 156 

crops over the years, so will the products and methods of treatment.  Any 157 

obstruction in production fields will create costs in equipment and labor that will 158 

continue on forever, long after the value of easement payments have expired. 159 
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Q: Have you reviewed the Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement that 160 

Rock Island Clean Line and the Illinois Department of Agriculture entered 161 

into? 162 

A: Yes. 163 

Q: Has this alleviated your concerns? 164 

A: No.  Among other shortcomings, there is no guaranty provided in the 165 

Agreement that Rock Island will make use of equipment that will prevent 166 

compaction of the fields as I described.  As I noted above, our operation makes 167 

use of special equipment that Rock Island Clean Line is not intending to use.  No 168 

amount of remedial efforts can correct the damage that will be done.   169 

Q: Does this conclude your testimony? 170 

A: Yes. 171 


